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DEEP STATE has successfully  coordinated the linking of
COVID-19 to the depopulation control of Bill Gates, The
Rothschilds, George Soros and China. Bill Gates and the
ID2020 Coalition are using COVID-19 to build the Global
Surveillance State.  While you were focused on Russia’s
invasion,  the  UK  Government  published  a  new  report
confirming that the Fully Vaccinated now account for 92%
of Covid-19 Deaths in England. 



Covid-19 Was Planned To Usher In The New World Order

In 2015 a ‘System and Method for Testing for COVID-19′ was
patented  by  Richard  Rothschild,  with  a  Dutch  government
organisation. Did you catch that? In 2015 – four years before
the disease even existed – a testing method for COVID-19
was developed. 

Data  from  the  World  Integrated  Trade  Solution,  however,
shows something astonishing: “in 2017 and 2018 – two years
before  COVID-19  –  hundreds  of  millions  of  test  kits  for
COVID-19 were distributed worldwide.”



UK Gov. Released A Report Confirming That The 
Fully Vaccinated Account For 9 In Every 10 

Covid-19 Deaths in England

It’s times like these that you ought to watch what bad news
is being quietly published in the background in the hope that
it  won’t  receive  much  attention,  because  there’s  nothing
better than an international crisis to distract the public from
what’s  going on at  home. The UK Health Security Agency
(UKHSA)  publish  a  weekly  Covid-19  Vaccine  Surveillance
Report,  the most recent  of  which was published Thursday
Feb 24th  2022, and it can be viewed here:

https://tinyurl.com/2p9azjca  



The COVID-19 ‘Project’ Is Planned Until 2025
The World Bank shows that COVID-19 is a project that is

planned to continue until… end of March 2025! So the
intention is to continue it for another 3 YEARS. 

Bill Gates Negotiated $100 Billion Contact Tracing Deal With
Democratic Congressman Sponsor Of Bill Six Months BEFORE
Coronavirus  Pandemic.  The  shocking  revelations  were
unveiled on the Thomas Paine Podcast and the Moore Paine
Show on Patreon by the two investigators. Nine months after
the meetings with the Gates Foundation in Rwanda — Bobby
L.  Rush,  a  Democrat  from  Illinois,  introduced  the  $100
BILLION  H.R.  6666,  the  COVID-19  Testing,  Reaching  and
Contacting Everyone (TRACE) Act.



The ID2020 Coalition Wants Everyone 
In The World To Have Vaccine Passports

ID2020 Alliance Executive Director Dakota Gruener signed an
open letter to US President Joe Biden expressing profound
disappointment in the administration for not recognizing the
“need for verifiable digital health passes” as “a precursor to
large-scale  vaccination  and testing mandates.  The ID2020
Alliance  applauded  the  White  House’s  vaccine  and  testing
mandate for all private business with 100 employees or more
in  the  open  letter,  but  was  perplexed  as  to  why  the
administration didn’t “recognize the need for verifiable digital
health passes” before issuing the mandate. But what is the
point of the vaccine mandate and the push for digital health
passes (aka vaccine passports) if the COVID-19 shots have
never been proven to prevent transmission, that people who
get  the shot  can still  pass  on the virus,  and that  natural
immunity  can  also  provide  robust  protection  without  ever
having the shot?



GLOBAL SURVEILLANCE STATE

Global  mass  surveillance  can  be  defined  as  the  mass
surveillance of entire populations across national borders. Its
existence was not widely acknowledged by governments and
the mainstream media until the global surveillance disclosures
by  Edward Snowden triggered a  debate  about  the right  to
privacy in the Digital Age. 

China  leads  the  way when it  comes  to  increasingly  severe
forms of surveillance. 



Chelsea Clinton On Board Of Trustees For Contact Tracing 
Group Funded By Bill Gates & George Soros 

National  File  reports:  The  group  is  already  “training  and
deploying hundreds of  contact tracers.” Some citizens fear
the potential for mass surveillance posed by contact tracing,
especially in light of a Democrat-introduced bill in Congress
to authorize contact tracing upon the general public. Partners
In  Health’s  involvement  will  create  many  fears  and
manipulation,  considering  the  group  has  received  funding
from George Soros and Bill Gates organizations and counts
Chelsea Clinton on its board of trustees.

Partners  in  Health  lists  George  Soros’  Open  Society
Foundations as  an official  partner,  along with  the Bill  and
Melinda  Gates  Foundation.  Partners  In  Health  lists  Open
Society Foundations on its 2015 annual report as a supporter
to  the tune of  $1 million or  above,  along with  the Gates
Foundation.  Chelsea Clinton serves on Partners in Health’s
Board of Trustees, according to its 2019 annual report.

So we see that Covid 19 is nothing more than an elaborate
program initiated by a variety of global elite psychpaths. 
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